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Abstract

Mercury’s magnetosphere only partially protects its surface from solar particles. When a solar energetic particle (SEP) event encounters
Mercury, a signi0cant 1ux of energetic particles will reach Mercury’s surface which can change Mercury’s exosphere. In this paper, we
describe some of the consequences of the encounter of a SEP event with Mercury before and few hours after the shock associated with
such an event reaches Mercury. Energetic ions and electrons with energy between 10 keV and 10 MeV are followed across a model of
Mercury’s magnetosphere (J. Geophys. Res. 103 (1998) 9113). The e9ects of such an encounter on the ion and neutral exospheres are
estimated for one particular gradual proton event reported by Reames et al. (Astrophys. J. 483 (1997a) 515) and scaled to Mercury’s
orbit. After the arrival of these SEP at Mercury, a population of quasi-trapped energetic ions and electrons is expected close to Mercury
which is stable for hours after their arrival at Mercury. A signi0cant dawn/dusk charge separation is observed. A fraction of the initial
energetic particles (∼ 10%) impact the surface with a spatial distribution that exhibits north/south and dawn/dusk asymmetries. The 1ux
of particles impacting the surface and the ability of a quasi-trapped population to be maintained near Mercury are highly dependent on
the Bz sign of the interplanetary magnetic 0eld. The impacting SEP can eject a non-uniform distribution of sodium atoms into Mercury’s
exosphere and can be the origin of several exospheric features observed during last decade.
? 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The only observations of Mercury magnetosphere were
obtained 30 years ago by Mariner 10 during three 1ybys.
Despite this small number of observations, it is now gener-
ally believed that Mercury does have an intrinsic magneto-
sphere (Ness et al., 1974). This is the case despite its size,
its slow sidereal rotation and its tectonically dead surface
like that of the Moon. Another surprising observation by
Mariner 10 was the existence of bursts of electron and pro-
ton with energy up to 600 keV (Simpson et al., 1974). These
were 0rst attributed to magnetospheric mechanisms of ac-
celeration like Earth substorm (Siscoe et al., 1975; Eraker
and Simpson, 1986; Baker et al., 1986) or to energetic Jo-
vian electrons trapped inside the Hermean magnetosphere
(Baker, 1986). However Mercury’s magnetosphere has been
shown to be highly dynamic compared to the Earth’s mag-
netosphere in particular with respect to the interplanetary
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magnetic 0eld (IMF). Therefore, such variations could be
at the origin of the observed energetic electrons bursts
(Luhmann et al., 1998). Unfortunately, during the 1ybys
of Mariner 10, no other plasma observation were obtained.
UV spectroscopy on board Mariner 10 measured the neutral
environment of Mercury. Three elements were identi0ed:
H, He and O (Broadfoot et al., 1976) with a total density at
the subsolar point of less than 106 particles=cm3. Mercury’s
neutral atmosphere is, therefore, fully non-collisional. That
is, it is an exosphere.
Most of the observations of Mercury’s neutral exosphere

have been made from the Earth. These observations have
revealed the presence of sodium atoms (Potter and Morgan,
1985), of potassium atoms (Potter and Morgan, 1986) and
of calcium atoms (Bida et al., 2000). Several of the ob-
servations of Mercury’s sodium exosphere have provided
important information on its origins. Temporal variations
of Mercury sodium exosphere have been observed with
respect to Mercury’s position (Potter and Morgan, 1987)
and on time scale much smaller than Mercury’s day (Potter
and Morgan, 1990; Potter et al., 1999). Spatial inhomo-
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geneities on Mercury’s dayside sodium exosphere have
been reported (Sprague et al., 1997; Potter et al., 1999).
All these observations indicate that several distinct pro-
cesses produce Mercury sodium exosphere. In order of
importance following Killen and Ip (1999), these processes
are photo stimulated and thermal desorptions (McGrath
et al., 1986; Madey et al., 1998), sputtering by impact-
ing energetic particles (Potter and Morgan, 1997; Killen
et al., 2001), micro-meteoritic vaporization (Morgan
et al., 1988; Hunten et al., 1988; Cintala, 1992; Langevin,
1997) and chemical sputtering (Potter, 1995). Most of these
processes generate di9erent energy distributions for the
particle ejected from the surface and have di9erent spatial
distributions at the surface of Mercury. Sputtering is mainly
due to solar particles which penetrate Mercury’s magneto-
sphere along open magnetic 0eld lines most often at high
latitudes (Kabin et al., 2000; Killen et al., 2001; Sarrantos
et al., 2001). Photo stimulated and thermal desorptions are
due to solar photons impacting the surface on the dayside.
Micro-meteoritic bombardment is more important on the
dawn side than on the dusk side (Killen and Ip, 1999).
Potter and Morgan (1990) and Potter et al. (1999) have
observed strong emission enhancements at high latitudes
which have been suggested to correlate with solar particle
sputtering (Killen et al., 2001), whereas signi0cant dif-
ferences between morning and afternoon emission bright-
nesses suggest exospheric sodium production dominated by
photo stimulated and thermal desorptions (Sprague et al.,
1997). In order to fully describe the sodium exosphere, the
sinks have also to be considered. These sinks are mainly
neutral loss by escape enhanced by the solar pressure ac-
celeration (Smyth, 1986), thermalization at the surface
(Shemansky and Broadfoot, 1977; Hunten and Sprague,
1997) and solar photo-ionization of exospheric neutral par-
ticles which are then accelerated out of Mercury’s magneto-
sphere by the electric 0eld of convection associated with the
solar wind (Ip, 1987). These loss processes are dependent
on Mercury’s position with respect to the Sun as observed
by Potter and Morgan (1987). Another key parameter for
understanding the origins of the sodium exosphere is the
high variability of Mercury’s magnetosphere (Luhmann
et al., 1998), in particular with respect to the IMF orientation.
Indeed it signi0cantly a9ects the ability of solar particles
to reach Mercury’s surface (Killen et al., 2001; Sarrantos
et al., 2001).
In this paper, we describe another temporal e9ect which

acts on Mercury’s exosphere: the encounter of a solar en-
ergetic particles (SEP) event and Mercury before and few
hours after the shock associated with such an event reaches
Mercury. This situation was initially suggested to be the
origin of the enhancements in the sodium exosphere ob-
served by Potter et al. (1999). In order to describe such an
encounter, we consider a SEP event observed at the Earth
(Reames et al., 1997a) that we rescale to Mercury’s orbit.
The di9erent ion species which compose this event, H+,
He2+, C6+, O7+ and Fe12+, are followed inside Mercury’s

magnetosphere. For electrons, we consider a di9erent event
reported by Simnett (1974). Our approach has no statistical
aim and is developed in order to be able to scale the e9ects
due to the encounter of a SEP event with Mercury.
As a 0rst step, we estimate the strength of the electric

0eld of convection associated with the solar wind and the
capability of incident particles to penetrate the magnetic
0eld pile up of the IMF in the magnetosheath. In this paper,
we scale a model of Mars’ magnetosheath (Luhmann et al.,
2002) to Mercury and estimate for which energy an incident
particle could be signi0cantly in1uenced inside Mercury’s
magnetosheath.
Mercury’s magnetosphere is poorly known, but can rea-

sonably be considered as a scaled version of the Earth’s
magnetosphere (Ogilvie et al., 1977). It has been success-
fully described by Luhmann et al. (1998) who used a scaled
version of a databased model of the Earth’s magnetosphere
(Tsyganenko, 1996). We follow test-particles inside this
model of the magnetosphere until they either leave the mag-
netosphere or impact the surface. We deduce the lifetime
and position of SEP inside Mercury’s magnetosphere after
injection. The intensity, energy and spatial distributions of
the 1ux of particles impacting the surface is calculated. The
total number of ejected sodium neutral atoms from the sur-
face due to this 1ux is then estimated. These results suppose
that Mercury’s magnetosphere for quiet solar wind condi-
tions (Luhmann et al., 1998) is not signi0cantly changed by
the SEP event. Our study is therefore willingly restrained to
the time during which the shock associated with such event
does not pertubate Mercury’s magnetosphere.
In Section 2, we present the SEP event used for this work

(Section 2.1) and describe the SEP inside Mercury’s magne-
tosheath (Section 2.2) and inside Mercury’s magnetosphere
(Section 2.3). In Section 3, we describe the consequences
of the encounter of this SEP event with Mercury. The 1ux
reaching the surface is provided in Section 3.1. The lifetime
and position of the particles inside the magnetosphere are
given in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, the role of the IMF orien-
tation is underlined. Since energetic particles can both sput-
ter and cause enhanced di9usion of sodium atoms (McGrath
et al., 1986), we estimate the total number of sodium atoms
ejected from the surface in Section 3.4. The conclusions are
given in Section 4.

2. Solar energetic particle and Mercury

2.1. Solar energetic particle event

SEP events are divided into two groups (Reames, 1999):
the impulsive 1are events (IFE) which are composed of en-
ergetic particles accelerated at the base of the solar corona
in association with 1are eruptions and the gradual proton
events (GPE) which are composed of energetic particles ac-
celerated by coronal mass ejection (CME) from the corona
up to several solar radii (Kahler et al., 1984). Both events
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Fig. 1. SEP event rescaled to Mercury’s orbit. (a) Gradual proton event of 1995 October 20 as reported by Reames et al. (1997a), Flux of H+, He2+,
C6+, O7+ and Fe12+. (b) Flux of electrons associated with a SEP event of 1968 September 30 (Fig. 15 in Simnett, 1974). The lines are power law 0t
and symbols in Fig. 1a are measurements reported by Reames et al. (1997a). Values of the power law 0t are indicated on each 0gure.

are associated with similar population in terms of ion and
energy range but are signi0cantly di9erent in terms of charge
state, spatial and temporal distributions and 1ux intensities
(Reames, 1995). GPE have larger 1ux and distribution in
helio-longitude than IFE. Moreover, GPE can last up to 2–
3 days (Reames et al., 1997b) whereas IFE last only few
hours (Reames, 1995). However IFE are much more fre-
quent than GPE: in solar maximum period up to 100 IFE
are observed per year at the Earth whereas only 10 GPE
are observed. In this work, we will consider the particular
case of a GPE reported by Reames et al. (1997a). These
results can then be extrapolated to most IFE and GPE tak-
ing into account the di9erences in 1ux from the event we
used.
The GPE reported by Reames et al. (1997a) is a quite

well detailed observation of high 1ux of energetic ions with
a time invariant power law distribution of energy during
∼ 3 days (Fig. 1 for ions). For electrons (Fig. 1), we use
an event reported by Simnett et al. (1974) since no elec-
tron measurements for the event reported by Reames et al.
(1997a) are available. To use two di9erent SEP events to
describe the e9ects of energetic ions and electrons on Mer-
cury is valid since we study each species separately and
neglect interactions between these particles near Mercury.
However, the ratio between the 1ux of ions and electrons is
consistent with the observations that GPE are electron poor
events (Reames, 1995). The part of the SEP event consid-
ered in this study for the ion is composed of particles with
energy between 10 keV=amu to 100 Mev=amu (Fig. 1 for
ion). The ion charge state (see legend in Fig. 1 for ion) is
deduced from Oetlicker et al. (1997) and is close to the av-
erage ion charge state of solar wind particles (Von Steiger
et al., 2000). Theory of the acceleration of GPE (Lee, 1997),
observations (Gosling et al., 1981) and models (Ellison and
Ramaty, 1985; Lee, 1997; Baring et al., 1997) predict that
their 1ux should follow a power law in energy as shown in
Fig. 1 for ion. This power law distribution is valid up to a

particular energy threshold, which depends on the shock at
the origin of the acceleration (Ellison and Ramaty, 1985),
down to solar wind energy (∼ 1 keV=amu).
Wewill limit our study to the energies above 10 keV=amu.

First of all, transport e9ects limit signi0cantly the inten-
sity of the 1ux at low energy with respect to a power
law extrapolation from measurements around MeV=amu
(Tylka, 2001). Secondly, SEP of a GPE with energy be-
low 10 keV=amu would roughly encounter Mercury in
the same time interval as the shock associated with the
GPE. The shock and magnetic cloud (Burlaga, 1991)
should signi0cantly change Mercury’s magnetosphere
(Goldstein et al., 1981) such that our model of Mercury’s
magnetosphere for quiet solar wind period is not valid.
Moreover, solar particles with an energy smaller than
10 keV=amu are signi0cantly a9ected by the convective
electric 0eld of the solar wind inside the magnetosphere
and inside the magnetosheath as it will be shown in the next
section.

2.2. Solar particle inside Mercury’s magnetosheath

In a 0rst step, we estimate the strength of the convective
electric 0eld associated with the solar wind and of the solar
wind magnetic 0eld pile up in the magnetosheath to de1ect
incident solar particles. This is done by calculating the en-
ergy above which the spatial and energy distributions of the
incident solar energetic particles at the bow shock are not
signi0cantly changed across the magnetosheath down to the
magnetopause. We adapt a model used for Mars (Leblanc
et al., 2002) to the case of Mercury. This model describes
the draping of the solar wind magnetic 0eld lines around
a non-magnetized planet and has been developed from a
3D magnetohydrodynamic approach successfully tested for
Mars and Venus (Luhmann et al., 2002). We rescale the
IMF intensity to the one at Mercury (which consists of
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multiplying by a factor 0ve), consider the same slow so-
lar wind velocity (400 km=s) and scale the size of the ob-
stacle to the size of Mercury’s magnetosphere. The IMF
is 0xed to (0;−10;−10 nT) for the purposes of the initial
calculations that is perpendicular to the Sun–Mercury axis.
The average IMF intensity observed by Mariner 10 close
to Mercury was equal to 20 nT. The Parker spiral magnetic
0eld forms an angle of ∼ 20◦ with the solar wind direc-
tion. The orientation of the IMF perpendicular to the so-
lar wind direction used in this section has been shown in
the case of Mars to generate the strongest barrier for so-
lar wind particle to penetrate the magnetosheath (Brecht,
1997). This will given an upper limit to the in1uence of the
convective electric 0eld and magnetic pile up barrier against
penetration.
This model is far from being a correct description of the

draping of the solar wind magnetic 0eld lines around Mer-
cury (in particular of the magnetic 0eld pile up). It gives,
however, a useful indication of the importance of the solar
magnetic 0eld pile up in the magnetosheath and of the solar
wind convective electric 0eld on the trajectories of incident
solar particles.
Test-particles are launched from the bow shock. The bow

shock is de0ned as a conic surface with an axis of sym-
metry along the Sun–Mercury line and a subsolar point at
1495 km from the surface (Luhmann et al., 1998): that is by
the relation r = L=(1 + e cos �) where r is the distance be-
tween Mercury’s center and the point on the bow shock and
� is the angle from the Sun–Mercury axis (the X -axis). L is
equal to 2.5 Mercury’s radii (RM) and e=0:55. Test-particles
for the 0ve species (Fig. 1a) and for the electron (Fig. 1b)
are launched from the subsolar point up to 2RM tailward.
We study an energy range between 1 and 50 keV=amu and
deduce the initial velocity vector for each particle from a
truncated isotropic velocity distribution with an average ve-
locity towards Mercury’s magnetosphere. Each particle is
weighted by a value which is equal to the product of the
1ux per cm2=s at the energy of the particle (Fig. 1a) times
a constant area. This area is part of the total surface of a
1at section placed perpendicularly to the Sun–Mercury line.
The 1ux of solar particles across this section is supposed
uniform and at the bow shock is calculated from the projec-
tion on the bow shock of this section. Test-particles move in
a magnetic 0eld with a time step de0ned as less than 0.5%
of the local gyroperiod (value optimized for computing time
and accuracy constraints) until either such particle reaches
the magnetopause or bow shock again. The 0nal spatial and
energy distributions of the particles impacting the magne-
topause are then calculated. By comparing these distribu-
tions with the initial ones at the bow shock, we then deduce
above which energy a SEP crosses the magnetosheath with-
out being signi0cantly in1uenced.
Fig. 2 compares the energy 1ux distribution of H+ ions

at Mercury’s bow shock with the energy 1ux distribution at
the magnetopause. ∼ 30; 000 test-particles have been used
to obtain this result: the energy being divided into 10 in-

Fig. 2. Flux of H+ SEP. Solid cross line: initial 1ux at the bow shock
(same than solid cross line in Fig. 1a). Dashed star line: 1ux of H+ ion
at Mercury’s magnetopause.

tervals and the surface of the section perpendicular to the
Sun–Mercury line into ∼ 3000 equal areas. The energy dis-
tribution shown Fig. 2 is the total 1ux reaching the surface
averaged over the whole bombarded surface. The energy
distribution at the bow shock is presented in Fig. 1a (solid
cross line). As shown in Fig. 2, above 5 keV, the energy 1ux
distribution of H+ ions is not signi0cantly changed across
the magnetosheath. We apply the same method for all the
species and found that the energy 1ux distribution of the
incident ions is not changed above 8 keV=amu and above
10 keV for electrons. The spatial distribution of the particles
at the magnetopause is also not di9erent above this energy
from the one at the bow shock.
At an energy of 1 keV=amu, that is for solar wind ener-

gies, the 1ux of the H+ ions reaching the magnetopause is
decreased by one order of magnitude compared to the initial
1ux at the bow shock (Fig. 2). The 1ux of solar wind parti-
cles impacting Mercury’s surface is, therefore, probably less
than the product of the surface of open magnetic 0eld lines
of Mercury’s magnetosphere at the magnetopause times the
solar wind 1ux. The Tsyganenko 96 model approximates
open 0eld line regions using an IMF-dependent penetrat-
ing 0eld description. However, here we make no attempt to
modify and join the magnetosheath model inner boundary to
the magnetosphere model boundary, which would be diM-
cult to do with any physical realism. Eventually, these types
of calculations should be carried out using the magnetic and
electric 0elds from an MHD simulation of the solar wind
interaction with Mercury (e.g. Kabin et al., 2000).

2.3. Solar energetic particle inside Mercury’s
magnetosphere

The second step of this study is to describe how
test-particles launched at the magnetopause move inside
the magnetosphere. Mercury’s magnetosphere described by
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Luhmann et al. (1998) is a scaled version of a databased
model for the Earth’s magnetosphere (Tsyganenko, 1996).
This databased model has been constructed from the mea-
surement of currents inside the Earth’s magnetosphere
from which the induced magnetic 0elds are calculated: the
Earth dipole, the Birkeland region 1 and 2 currents, the
tail current, the ring current and the magnetopause current.
However, because of the volume occupied by Mercury’s
planet inside its own magnetosphere, Luhmann et al. (1998)
suppressed the contribution due to the ring current. Scale
laws to adapt Tsyganenko’s model to the case of Mercury
are a spatial scale reducing the hermean magnetosphere by
a factor seven and a scale factor equal to two increasing
the intensity of Mercury’s magnetic dipole. Luhmann et al.
(1998) have shown that their model gives a good agree-
ment with Mariner 10 observations taking into account the
signi0cant variation of the magnetosphere with respect to
the IMF orientation. This model is one possible descrip-
tion of Mercury’s magnetosphere (Sarrantos et al., 2001;
Kabin et al., 2000; Delcourt et al., 2002) and we will
discuss further how some of its characteristics a9ects our
conclusions.
Each SEP species is represented by ∼ 400; 000

test-particles in the range of energy between 10 keV=amu
(100 keV for the electrons) to 15 MeV. The energy
range is divided into 100 intervals. For each one ∼ 4000
test-particles are launched at the magnetopause in order
to cover the magnetopause from the subsolar point at
∼ 700 km from the surface up to distance of 2RM tailward.
The magnetopause is represented by the same type of conic
surface as for the bow shock (Section 2.2) with L = 2RM.
Each test-particle is weighted by a value equal to the 1ux at
its initial energy (Fig. 1) times a small area of a 1at section
perpendicular to the Sun–Mercury line. The spatial distri-
bution of the test-particles at the magnetopause is de0ned
and calculated in the same way as described in Section 2.2.
Their initial velocity distribution is a truncated isotropic
distribution as in section 2.2. Each particle is followed in-
side the magnetosphere until either it impacts the surface
or crosses the magnetopause one more time. The motion
of each particle is calculated by solving the equation of
motion for a time step de0ned as the minimum between
a fraction of the local gyroradius (typically less than 1%)
and the time for each particle to make less than a fraction
of Mercury radius (typically less than 1/1000). This time
step has been optimized for accuracy and computing time
constraints. In order to treat electrons at MeV energies, a
relativistic correction to the equation of motion has been
added.
Fig. 3 displays examples of trajectories of test-particles

launched from the magnetopause and which impact the sur-
face. The +X direction is towards the Sun and the +Z-axis
is the direction of the rotation vector of Mercury. The stars
indicate the launched positions at the magnetopause, the
dots the positions of the impact at Mercury’s surface, gray
lines are the trajectories of each particle and the dark lines

Fig. 3. Trajectories from Mercury’s magnetopause of particle impacting
Mercury’s surface. (a) 20 trajectories of H+ ion with 10 keV initial
energy at the magnetopause. (b) 12 trajectories of electron with 100 keV
initial energy at the magnetopause. Solid thin lines: magnetic 0eld lines
of Mercury’s magnetosphere. Arrows: direction of the magnetic 0eld.
Stars: initial position of the particles at the magnetopause. Dots: 0nal
position of the particles at the surface. Clear thick line: trajectories of the
particles. The sun is in the +X direction.

are the magnetic 0eld lines of Mercury’s magnetosphere.
The arrows indicate the orientation of Mercury’s magnetic
0eld at a few points on the equator. The magnetosphere
shown in Fig. 3 has been obtained for an IMF equal to
(0;−10;−10 nT).

As shown in Fig. 3, there are essentially two types of
trajectory for a particle to reach the surface: the trajectory
along open magnetic 0eld lines and the trajectory across
closed magnetic 0eld lines. In the later case, test-particles
are quasi-trapped inside the magnetosphere and move az-
imuthally towards the terminator. Their motion is mainly
driven by the qv×BMercury force (q is the charge of the par-
ticle and v its velocity in Mercury’s reference frame) and,
therefore, leads to charge dependent spatial distribution in-
side the magnetosphere of Mercury. In the present case of
Mercury’s dipole 0eld orientation, ions are driven towards
the dawn side whereas electrons are driven towards the dusk
side. As shown in Fig. 3, ion gyroradii are of the order
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of Mercury’s radius whereas electron gyroradii are much
smaller than Mercury’s radius. As a consequence, electrons
are impacting the surface at the footprints of the magnetic
0eld lines where they enter the magnetosphere at the mag-
netopause (that is preferentially at high latitudes) whereas
ions are impacting the surface with a large dispersion in
latitude.

2.4. Encounter of a SEP event with Mercury

As stated in the introduction, the use of a scaled version
of a Earth’s model (Tsyganenko, 1996) validated for Mer-
cury’s magnetosphere by Luhmann et al. (1998) for quiet
solar wind conditions implies that we do not consider the
potential e9ects of the SEP event on Mercury’s magneto-
sphere. Therefore, our study is restrained to the time during
which the shock associated with the GPE does not change
signi0cantly Mercury’s magnetosphere. The shock associ-
ated with this GPE was observed at the Earth during few
hours whereas the large 1ux of energetic particles described
Fig. 1 were observed during few days (Reames et al., 1997a)

2.5. Flux at the surface

Fig. 4a presents the spatial distribution at the surface of the
1ux of impacting H+ particles for an initial 1ux at the mag-
netopause as presented in Fig. 1a (solid cross line) within
the energy range from 10 keV to 10 MeV. This result has
been obtained from ∼ 400; 000 test-particle and for an IMF
vector (0;−10;−10 nT) (Fig. 3). Fig. 4a shows that the 1ux
impacting the surface is not only restricted to the regions
with open magnetic 0eld lines as usually supposed for solar
wind particles (Killen et al., 2001). The impact distribution
at the surface is signi0cant at the equator and is elongated
towards dawn longitude. Actually the qv×BMercury force fa-
vors the motion of an ion towards the surface on the dawn
side and pushes it away from the surface on the dusk side.
This force has an opposite e9ect on the electron (Fig. 4b).
This force is at the origin of the signi0cant higher 1ux of
ions reaching the dawn side than the one reaching the dusk
side. Another source of asymmetry of the incident 1ux was
also partially described by Ip (1993) and in more detail by
Delcourt et al. (2003) for sodium ions created in the mag-
netotail with more than 10 keV energy and reimpacting the
surface of Mercury with a similar dawn/dusk asymmetric
distribution on the nightside (but here because of the gradi-
ent B drift e9ect). The qv × BMercury force is less eMcient
for generating a dawn/dusk asymmetry of the electron 1ux
impacting the surface because the electron gyroradius inside
Mercury’s magnetosphere is only of few km. The asymme-
try distribution of the impacting 1ux is due to particles which
have large enough gyroradius (that is enough energy) to
penetrate deep inside closed magnetic 0eld loops and move
azimuthally towards the terminator. It is, therefore, depen-
dent on the structure of the closed magnetic 0eld lines. A

less compressed Mercury’s magnetosphere, corresponding
to a larger volume of closed magnetic 0eld lines, is possi-
ble in the case of a smaller solar wind pressure and would
lead to an even larger dispersion of the impacts at Mercury’s
surface than described in Fig. 4.
We repeat this work for the four other ion species con-

sidered in Fig. 1a and 0nd the same characteristics for the
1ux impacting the surface. Only 8% of the incident H+ ions,
which could have reached the surface if no magnetosphere
was there, reach the surface, whereas 11% of the incident
He2+, C6+, O7+ and Fe12+ reach the surface for the same
energy range. This is due to the smaller gyroradius of an
H+ than the gyroradii of He2+, C6+, O7+ and Fe12+. For
an IMF (0;−10;−10 nT) and the initial 1ux of SEP shown
Fig. 1a, we found that 8 × 1024 H+=s, 3 × 1023 He2+=s,
2× 1022 O7+=s, 8× 1021 C6+=s and 2× 1021 Fe12+=s reach
the surface. For the initial 1ux of electron shown Fig. 1b,
we found that 6 × 1021 electrons=s reach Mercury’s sur-
face. These value can be compared to the 1:4 × 1027 solar
wind particles/s which following Killen et al. (2001) impact
Mercury’s surface during the period of the observations of
Potter et al. (1999). Their estimate were however made for
1 keV=amu particles with unusual strong intensity of the so-
lar wind 1ux (that is around 4×109 1 keV H+=cm2=s at the
bow shock with respect to the 1ux of 106 10 keV H+=cm2=s
that we consider here). These authors also neglected all
screening e9ects as described in the previous section due
to the magnetosheath and solar wind electric 0eld of con-
vection. We made the same calculation for H+ solar wind
particles with an energy of 1 keV that we launched from
the magnetopause with an isotropic velocity distribution and
1ux equal to the one considered by Killen et al. (2001).
We found that 4× 1026 H+=s reach the surface for an IMF
(0; 0;−14 nT) and 2 × 1026 H+=s reach the surface in the
case of an IMF(0; 0; 14 nT). These values are 2–10 times
smaller than the estimate of Killen et al. (2001) but can be
considered as in agreement with their results since the re-
sults there highly depend on the magnetosphere model used
to get these results. However, we can conclude that in our
case we used magnetosphere model which is much less fa-
vorable to solar particle penetration than the model used by
Killen et al. (2001).

2.6. Lifetime of the SEP inside the magnetosphere

For one observation of an energetic electrons burst by
Mariner 10, a signi0cant 6 seconds periodic variation of the
1ux was reported (Simpson et al., 1974). Baker et al. (1986)
suggested that an electron burst was originally accelerated
by a substorm phenomena (Siscoe et al., 1975), then in-
jected inside close magnetic 0eld lines near Mercury’s sur-
face, moved equatorially mirroring around Mercury in an
azimuthal motion and was regularly and partially released
when these particles were passing through region of open
magnetic 0eld lines of the magnetosphere. Luhmann et al.
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Fig. 4. Flux of keV=cm2=s impacting Mercury’s surface. (a) Log10 of the 1ux of H+ ion. (b) Flux of electron. The subsolar point is placed in the
center of each 0gure.

(1998) showed later that the regions of open magnetic 0eld
line could signi0cantly change with IMF orientation, per-
haps leading somehow to the electron bursts at times of IMF
rotations or when new regions of the magnetosphere become
open, releasing quasitrapped electrons. However, Ip (1987)
underlined that such electrons were not able to remain inside
Mercury’s magnetosphere for the time suggested by Baker
et al. (1986) mainly because of the gradient B drift e9ect.
In the same way as suggested by Baker et al. (1986), SEP
injected inside Mercury’s magnetosphere could constitute
a quasi-trapped population inside closed 0eld lines trapped
long enough to be at the origin of these bursts observed by
Mariner 10 during hours.
Fig. 5a displays the total number of ions of each species

remaining inside the magnetosphere following an instanta-
neous injection of energetic particles with an initial energy
distribution shown in Fig. 1a. After an initial abrupt de-
crease (in less than 10 s the number of ions for each species
inside the magnetosphere decreases by two orders of mag-
nitude), the total number of ions inside the magnetosphere
follows a much slower decrease (by one order in more than
60 s). The pro0les shown in Fig. 5a are stopped after 70 s
because of the limited number of test-particles used in our
simulation. The almost 1at shape of the pro0le above 40 s
after injection indicates that a signi0cant population of en-
ergetic ions should still be present inside the magnetosphere

after a much longer time. As a comparison the azimuthal
drift period of a 100 keV H+ particle around Mercury is of
the order of 1 s. Roughly 1 h after injection, a decrease by
106 of the total number of ions initially injected inside the
magnetosphere can be estimated from Fig. 5a. This would
still represent for H+, for example, 1020 quasi-trapped ions.
The result for the other ion species (Fig. 5a) show that for
species with roughly the same gyroperiod the total number
of particles remaining inside Mercury’s magnetosphere af-
ter an instantaneous initial injection decreases faster for the
lighter species (He2+, triangle solid line) than for the heav-
ier ones (Fe12+, star solid line).

Fig. 5b presents the same result for electrons (solid line).
The average lifetime of electrons inside Mercury’s magne-
tosphere is 5 times smaller that for ions. The subsequent
slower decrease is about one order of magnitude every
10 min. As a comparison the azimuthal drift period of a
100 keV electron around Mercury is of the order of 0:1 s.
Therefore, it appears diMcult to maintain a population of
quasi-trapped electrons inside such Mercury’s magneto-
sphere, hours after injection that would be able to generate
the 104–105 300 keV electrons=cm2=s observed by Mariner
10 (Simpson et al., 1974) as suggested by Baker et al.
(1986) and discussed by Ip (1987).
The main factor limiting the ability to maintain charged

particles inside Mercury’s magnetosphere is their ability to
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Fig. 5. Total number of particle inside Mercury’s magnetosphere with respect to time after an instantaneous injection. The initial 1ux used are the ones
presented in Fig. 1. (a) H+ (solid cross line), He2+ (triangle solid line), C6+ (square solid line), O7+ (circle solid line) and Fe12+ (star solid line). (b)
Electrons (solid line) and electrons inside a magnetosphere less compressed by the solar wind (dashed line).

move azimuthally inside closed 0eld lines. This is strongly
limited for the scaled version of the Earth’s magnetosphere
in which the ring current has been suppressed. The compres-
sion due to the solar wind also is a signi0cant e9ect. Using
a 7/5 larger version of the magnetosphere (with a spatial
scale factor equal to 5 instead of 7), which corresponds to a
7/5 smaller solar pressure, the total number of electrons in-
side the magnetosphere after injection is plotted in Fig. 5b
(dashed line). It was generated in the same way, and with a
same number of initial test-particles, as the solid line. The to-
tal number of electron after the initial rapid decrease is much
more larger than in the case of a more compressed magne-
tosphere (Fig. 5b). As shown in the next section, the choice
of another IMF orientation also increases signi0cantly the
electron lifetime inside Mercury’s magnetosphere.

2.7. E:ects of the interplanetary magnetic ;eld

Luhmann et al. (1998) showed the high variability of
Mercury’s magnetosphere with respect to the orientation of
the IMF. In particular they showed that a positive Bz re-
duces considerably the surface of open magnetic 0eld lines
as compared to a negative Bz. This result was later con-
0rmed by several authors (Killen et al., 2001; Kabin et al.,
2000; Sarrantos et al., 2001). In this section, we present the
dependence of the total 1ux impacting the surface with re-
spect to the orientation of the IMF. We study three cases of
IMF orientation at Mercury’s orbit:

• an IMF (0; 0;−14 nT) where the surface is the less pro-
tected from incident solar particles,

• an IMF (0; 0; 14 nT) where the surface is the most pro-
tected from incident solar particles,

• an IMF (0;−10;−10 nT) used in the previous sections.

For these three case, Mercury’s magnetosphere is calcu-
lated as in Luhmann et al. (1998). The method described
in the previous sections to calculate the 1ux reaching the

Fig. 6. Flux of impacting H+ particles at Mercury’s surface with respect
to energy. Di9erent cases of Mercury’s magnetosphere corresponding to
di9erent cases of IMF are represented. Solid cross line: initial 1ux at the
magnetopause (same as in Fig. 1a).

surface is then applied. We launched for each IMF orienta-
tion and for each ion species ∼ 400; 000 test-particles from
the magnetopause with a truncated isotropic initial velocity
distribution (same as in section 2.2) and followed them in-
side the magnetosphere until they either leave the magneto-
sphere or reach the surface. Each test-particle is weighted by
a value calculated as described in Section 2.2 for the same
initial 1ux (Fig. 1).
Fig. 6 provides the initial 1ux of SEP H+ with respect to

energy at the magnetopause (cross solid line) and the 1ux
of H+ particles impacting the surface for the three cases of
IMF orientation. There is a signi0cant variation of the to-
tal 1ux reaching the surface. Indeed from the case with an
IMF (0,0,14 nT) in triangle dashed line to the case with
an IMF (0; 0;−14 nT) in circle dashed line, the total 1ux
of H+ impacting the surface with an energy between 50
and 600 keV is multiplied by a factor 2. An IMF equal to
(0;−10;−10 nT) or to (0; 0;−14 nT) leads to very similar
total 1ux of H+ impacting particle with respect to energy at
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the surface. These calculations show that the sign of the Bz
component of the IMF changes signi0cantly the ability of
energetic solar particles to reach the surface. Fig. 6 shows
that above 1500 keV H+ energy, solar H+ ions are not sig-
ni0cantly a9ected by the presence of Mercury’s magneto-
sphere whatever is the IMF orientation. This also applies to
the electrons and the other ions. That is, no change in the
1ux of impacting particles for energies above 2000 keV for
He2+ ions, above 5000 keV for C6+; O7+ and Fe12+ ions
and above 200 keV for the electrons.
If a negative Bz IMF component opens the magneto-

sphere more than a positive Bz IMF component, it allows
also quasi-trapped particles inside the magnetosphere to es-
cape more easily. Fig. 7a compares the variation of the total
number of H+ particles inside the magnetosphere with re-
spect to time after an instantaneous injection for two cases
of IMF orientation. Fig. 7a has been obtained in the same
way as Fig. 5a and should be compared to the solid cross
line, the result for an IMF (0;−10;−10 nT). Of the initial
∼ 400; 000 incident H+ test-particles, twice as many remain
after 60 s for a positive Bz component, IMF (0; 0; 14 nT)
(triangle solid line), than for a negative IMF Bz component,
IMF (0; 0;−14 nT) (cross solid line). This trend is also seen
for all the species. For an IMF (0; 0; 14 nT), we 0nd that
He2+, C6+, O7+ and Fe12+ are still present inside Mercury’s
magnetosphere 75, 100, 90 and 95 s, respectively after in-
jection. Quasi-trapped solar energetic electrons have signif-
icantly di9erent lifetimes inside Mercury’s magnetosphere
for the di9erent orientations (Fig. 7b). The total number
of electron inside the magnetosphere decreases signi0cantly
slower in the case of an IMF (0,0,14 nT) than in the case
of an IMF (0; 0;−14 nT). Fig. 7b has been obtained for
the same number of test-particles than for the results shown
Fig. 5b. In the case of an IMF (0,0,14 nT) and a 7/5 less
compressed magnetosphere, the total number of electrons
remaining inside Mercury’s magnetosphere decreases up to
5 times slower than in the case of a negative Bz IMF com-
ponent and a more compressed Mercury’s magnetosphere
(Fig. 5b solid cross line). A quasi-trapped population of
energetic electrons could be, therefore, maintained inside
Mercury’s magnetosphere for hours after an initial injection
(with roughly a decrease by one order of magnitude of this
total number every hour) if particular IMF and solar wind
conditions prevail during this time interval.
The spatial distribution of impacts is also dependent on

the IMF orientation. Fig. 8a presents the impacting 1ux of
H+ particles at the surface for an IMF equal to (0; 0;−14 nT)
whereas Fig. 8b presents the same 1ux but for an IMF
equal to (0,0,14 nT). As for Fig. 4a (obtained for an IMF
(0;−10;−10 nT)), the initial SEP H+ 1ux at the magne-
topause is the one provided in Fig. 1a. The same method
and number of test-particle have been used to calculate the
results provided in the three 0gures. Fig. 8 shows symmetric
pro0les with respect to the equator (in the limit of statistical
noise due to the use of a limited number of test-particle).
Fig. 8a presents a more distributed 1ux with respect to

latitude than Fig. 8b. This can be explained by the fact
that the larger volume of open magnetic 0eld lines in the
case of an IMF (0; 0;−14 nT) allows impacting particles to
reach a larger area on the surface than in the case of an
IMF (0; 0; 14 nT). The scale bars on the right side of each
0gure indicate that the total 1ux for an IMF (0; 0;−14 nT)
is larger than for the case of an IMF (0,0,14 nT) as shown
in Fig. 6. The main di9erence between Figs. 8a and 4a is the
non-zero value of the IMF By component for the result in
Fig. 4a. In such a case, we obtained a slight but signi0cant
asymmetry with respect to the equator (Killen et al., 2001;
Sarrantos et al., 2001). Indeed a non-zero By component in-
troduces a north/south asymmetry which could be at the ori-
gin of the north/south asymmetry of the exospheric sodium
emission observed by Potter and Morgan (1990, 1997) and
Potter et al. (1999). Same results are obtained for the other
ion species and electron.

2.8. Sputtering of sodium atoms from the surface

Potter et al. (1999) reported an observation in which the
total sodium atom content of Mercury’s exosphere increased
by a factor three in less than 8 Earth days, which is less than
1/7 of one Mercury’s day. Such an increase is diMcult to
relate to the variation of Mercury’s position with respect to
the Sun or to a change in the solar photon 1ux. It is much
more likely to be explained by a variation in Mercury’s
plasma environment. When Potter et al. (1999) described
their observation, they suggested that it might be related to
the encounter between Mercury and SEP events (GPE-type
events). Later Killen et al. (2001) suggested that this ob-
servation could be explained by the variation of the solar
wind 1ux intensity and by the change of the IMF orientation.
In this section, we estimate whether or not the SEP event
studied here could produce the ∼ 1028 Na atoms in Mer-
cury’s exosphere suggested by the observations of Potter
et al. (1999).
In previous sections, the 1ux of ions impacting Mer-

cury’s surface for three di9erent IMF orientations was
presented. These energetic ions and electrons can enhance
the sodium exosphere content in two ways (McGrath et
al., 1986). They can directly sputter the available surface
sodium atoms or they can enhance di9usion of sodium
atoms to the surface, where it is subsequently ejected by
photo stimulated or thermal desorptions. Here, we use the
1ux to the surface to estimate the total number of sodium
atoms sputtered. The eMciency of a particle to eject sodium
atoms from a surface is highly dependent on its velocity
when it impacts the surface, on its nuclear charge or mass,
and on the sodium atoms concentration and porosity of the
surface. In Fig. 9 we give estimates of the yield vs. impact
energy for the 0ve ion species. The yield, YNa, is de0ned as
the number of sodium atoms ejected from the surface by an
impacting particle. Incident fast ions and electrons do not
eMciently sputter by knock-on collisions. They primarily
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Fig. 7. Number of particles inside Mercury’s magnetosphere with respect to time after an instantaneous injection at the magnetopause. (a) H+ ions. (b)
Electrons. Cross solid line: IMF(0,0,14 nT). Triangle solid line: IMF(0; 0;−14 nT).

Fig. 8. Log10 of the 1ux of H+ in keV=cm2=s impacting Mercury’s surface. (a) For an IMF vector equal to (0; 0;−14 nT). (b) For an IMF vector equal
to (0,0,14 nT). The subsolar point is placed in the center of each 0gure.

lose their energy in a solid by ionization and excitation,
producing a cascade of low energy electrons. The number
of electron produced per unit path length near the surface is
∼ (dE=dx)e=W , where ∼ (dE=dx)e is the mean electronic
energy loss per unit path length in the solid and W is the
average energy required to produce a secondary electron,
a tabulated quantity. The shower of electrons so produced
can then lead to desorption of sodium atoms. Using sodium
atom desorption cross-sections, �d, measured for low en-
ergy electrons (¡ 100 eV) (Yakshinskiy and Madey, 1999)

and a mean transport length, �, for the secondary elec-
trons, then YNa � Pf[�(dE=dx)e=W ]�dNNa. Here NNa is the
surface density (atoms/area) of sodium atoms and Pf a cor-
rection factor. This factor accounts for averaging (dE=dx)e
over incident angle and porosity. (dE=dx)e for the ions was
obtained using TRIM software (Ziegler et al., 1985) for a
SiO2 grains. A surface density equal to ∼ 3× 1013 Na=cm2

was used corresponding to a bulk concentration of ∼ 0:003.
Although sodium atoms do not stick eMciently at the day-
side temperatures of Mercury, we set Pf ∼ 1 allowing the
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Fig. 9. Number of ejected sodium atoms from Mercury’s surface with
respect to the energy of the impacting ion (TRIM, Ziegler et al., 1985).
Solid cross line: H+ impacting Mercury’s surface. Solid triangle line:
He2+ impacting Mercury’s surface. Solid square line: C6+ impacting
Mercury’s surface. Solid circle line: O7+ impacting Mercury’s surface.
Solid star line: Fe12+ impacting Mercury’s surface.

porosity to cancel the enhancement for angular incidence,
giving a conservative lower bond (Johnson, 1990). Using
a mean secondary electron energy ∼ 30 eV, then �d �
10−19 cm2. Whereas the incident ions are likely highly
charged, the resulting yields, given in Fig. 9 are for equilib-
rium charge state ions consistent with a 0rm lower bound.
To account for the angular incidence, a factor ∼ 2 times
the value at normal incidence is needed.
For electronic sputtering by energetic SEP ions we found

yields between 10−2 and 10−5 as given in Fig. 9, assum-
ing the surface concentration above. Using these we cal-
culated the total number of sodium atoms ejected at the
surface of Mercury per second by the ions reaching the
surface. Fig. 10 presents the distribution of the total 1ux of
sodium atoms ejected from Mercury’s surface (in Na/s) in
the case of an IMF equal to (0;−10;−10 nT) and an intitial
SEP 1ux presented in Fig. 1. As can be seen in Fig. 10, a
strong dawn/dusk asymmetry of the sodium atoms ejected
from the surface is produced by such SEP but also a slight
north/south asymmetry due to the By non-zero component
as explained in Section 3.3. These results have been obtained
by supposing a uniform and steady concentration of sodium
atoms at the surface. This assumption is probably not ac-
curate because sodium atoms density should be larger on
the dawn side than on the dusk side (Hunten and Sprague,
2002; Leblanc and Johnson, 2003). Indeed thermal desorp-
tion ejects sodium atoms from the surface very eMciently as
soon as the surface reaches a temperature of 400 K. More-
over the sticking property of sodium atoms on a surface
is highly dependent on the temperature (Yakshinskiy and
Madey, 2000). A sodium atom ejected from Mercury’s sur-
face would then preferentially migrate towards cold regions,
that is towards the nightside (Hunten and Sprague, 2002)
and the poles. This results in a rapid depletion of sodium
atoms in the surface as soon as this surface reaches a temper-

ature above 400 K, that is, in the early morning (Leblanc and
Johnson, 2003). Moreover, enrichment of sodium atoms of
the surface by micro-meteoritic bombardment is higher at
the dawn side than at the dusk side (Killen and Ip, 1999). All
these reasons tend to create an initial dawn/dusk asymme-
try of sodium atom concentration inside the surface which
would increase the asymmetry due to SEP bombardment
(Fig. 10).
Integrating over the whole surface, we obtain that a

total of 6 × 1020 Na=s are sputtered from the surface by
the total 1ux of SEP impacting the surface in the case of
an IMF (0;−10;−10 nT) whereas for an IMF equal to
(0; 0;−14 nT), 6 × 1020 Na=s are ejected inside the exo-
sphere and for an IMF (0; 0; 14 nT) 3 × 1020 Na=s. If we
consider that the lifetime of such sodium atoms against ion-
ization at Mercury’s orbital distance to the Sun is equal to
∼ 104 s, the encounter of the SEP event, shown in Fig. 1,
would enrich Mercury’s exosphere by ∼ 1025 Na. The H+

ions generate ∼ 90% of the sodium atoms ejected, whereas
SEP He2+ contributes to ∼ 6%, O7+ to ∼ 2%, and C6+

and Fe12+ to ∼ 1% each. Indeed SEP H+ 1ux impacting
the surface, 8 × 1024 H+=s, is one to two orders larger
than the ones of the other ion species: 3 × 1023 He2+=s,
2× 1022 O7+=s, 8× 1021 C6+=s and 2× 1021 Fe12+=s. The
electrons only poorly contribute to the total atmosphere
and only at high latitudes (Fig. 4b) because their 1ux is
much less intense (Fig. 1b) and because their eMciency to
eject sodium atoms from the surface is less than that for the
ions.
The contribution to the exosphere, ∼ 1025 Na, due to an

event with intensities of the order of those in Fig. 1 is three
orders of magnitude less that what is needed, 1028 Na, to
produce the variations of the total sodium atom content of
Mercury’s exosphere observed by Potter et al. (1999). Based
on these lower bounds, an IFE event is an unlikely source.
Indeed, their 1ux is usually much smaller than that asso-
ciated with a GPE (Reames, 1999). Mason et al. (1999)
reported a GPE event observed by Advanced Composition
Explorer (ACE) that occurred only 10 days (November 4
1997) before the observations (13–20th, Potter et al., 1999).
ACE measured 1ux intensities three orders larger than the
1ux intensities used in this work. Moreover, we considered
only the part of a SEP event which would reach Mercury
before or few hours after the arrival at Mercury of the shock
and magnetic cloud usually associated with a GPE. When a
shock and magnetic cloud are observed, a signi0cant inten-
sity enhancement occurs (Reames et al., 1997b). This would
correspond to a signi0cant enhancement of the 1ux to Mer-
cury’s surface and to a corresponding enhancement in the
quantity of sodium ejected. However, the time length of this
peak of SEP 1ux intensity is much shorter (only few hours)
than the 8 Earth days during which the increase of the sodium
atom content inside Mercury’s exosphere was observed by
Potter et al. (1999). Therefore such encounter, in order to
reproduce Potter et al. (1999) observations, would have to
eject from the surface such an amount of sodium atoms that
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Fig. 10. Total 1ux in Na/s ejected from Mercury’s surface in the case of Mercury magnetosphere with an IMF (0;−10;−10 nT). The subsolar point is
placed in the center of the 0gure.

could be preserved for several ionization times. Actually , in
such a case, several successive GPE should be involved to 0t
Potter et al. (1999) observations as these authors suggested
it. Moreover the shock and its peak intensity should sig-
ni0cantly compress Mercury’s magnetosphere. This would
increase the surface bombarded by a SEP event, but also
it should suppress the usual high latitude concentrations
of the impacting 1ux. Actually, the observations of Potter
et al. (1999) show during the 0rst 4 days of the observa-
tions a peak of emission signi0cantly concentrated at the
north hemisphere (corresponding to the situation described
in this work for a strong non-zero By component with re-
spect to the other B components). During the last 3 days
of the observations the emission peak was much closer to
the equator and was distributed symmetrically with respect
to it.

3. Conclusion

Potter et al. (1999) observed an increase of the total con-
tent of sodium inside Mercury’s exosphere by a factor three
in less than 8 Earth days. Such an increase is diMcult to
explain by the variation of Mercury’s position with respect
to the Sun. It is more likely to be related to variations of
Mercury’s plasma environment. Moreover the asymmetry
of the emission with respect to the equator showing signif-
icant peaks of emission concentrated, at least at the begin-
ning of the observation, at high latitudes suggests that this
enhancement is probably related to solar particles penetrat-
ing the magnetosphere through open magnetic 0eld lines
and impacting the surface. These authors proposed that the
encounter of Mercury with coronal mass ejection (CME)
events could cause such an enhancement. Killen et al. (2001)
more recently suggested that this variation was due to strong
variations of the solar wind 1ux and to IMF orientation
changes.

In this work we describe the e9ects of a solar energetic
particle (SEP) event encountering Mercury, including IMF
orientation e9ects on SEP access to the magnetosphere and
surface. We consider a particular SEP event measured in
detail at the Earth (Reames et al., 1997a) and rescale it
to Mercury’s orbit. This study is limited to the particles
(¿ 10 keV=amu) which would reach Mercury before or few
hours after the arrival of the shock and magnetic cloud usu-
ally associated with a CME that is for an unperturbated
Mercury’s magnetosphere for quiet solar wind conditions.
Test-particles representative of the energy 1ux distribution
for each SEP ion species and for the electrons are launched
from the magnetopause and followed inside Mercury’s mag-
netosphere model of Luhmann et al. (1998). The distribution
of particles reaching the surface is then computed. These par-
ticles can cause electronically induced desorption of sodium
atoms and, because they penetrate more than the solar wind
ions or UV photons, they can enhance the supply of sodium
atoms to the surface where it can be desorbed by thermal or
photo stimulated desorptions.
The 1ux of SEP impacting Mercury’s surface is highly

asymmetric with respect to longitude with a signi0cant
larger 1ux of impacting particles at the dawn side than
at the dusk side of the planet (Fig. 4). This asymmetry
is suggestive of the dawn/dusk asymmetry of the sodium
emission reported by Sprague et al. (1997). Signi0cant
peaks of intensity in the SEP 1ux reaching the surface
at high latitudes might also be related to the enhance-
ment reported by Potter and Morgan (1990) and Potter
et al. (1999). The intensity of the impacting 1ux at the sur-
face varies also with respect to the IMF orientation. Such
dependence could lead to a variation of the total sputtered
1ux with respect to IMF orientation by a factor two.
Energetic particles penetrating Mercury’s magnetosphere

are at the origin of a quasi-trapped population of energetic
electrons and ions which can persist inside Mercury’s mag-
netosphere for hours after injection. The capacity of Mer-
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cury’s magnetosphere to capture an energetic particle is
highly dependent on the IMF orientation and on the so-
lar wind pressure but also on the unknown structure of
the magnetic 0eld close to the planet. The observations by
Mariner 10 of energetic 1uxes of electrons (Simpson et al.,
1974) could, therefore, be due to solar energetic particles
trapped inside Mercury’s magnetosphere before the arrival
of Mariner 10 and released in relation with changes of the
IMF orientation (Luhmann et al., 1998).
Using a rough lower bound to the yield, the particular

SEP event (Reames et al., 1997a) used in this work does
not appear intense enough to directly eject the total amount
of sodium atoms needed to reproduce the observations of
Potter et al. (1999). However, much stronger SEP events
that the one used in this work have been observed at the
Earth (Mason et al., 1999) during the same month as the
Potter et al. (1999) observations and may have suMcient
intensities. In addition, the energy deposited by the pene-
trating ions and electrons can enhance di9usion of sodium
atoms to the surface layer (McGrath et al., 1986), where
photo stimulated and thermal desorptions are eMcient. Al-
though the solar wind 1ux variations suggested by Killen
et al. (2001) could be the origin of these observations the
geometry of the bombardment in Fig. 4 is suggestive. There-
fore, it is still possible that Potter et al. (1999) observed the
product of the encounter of a strong SEP event (with at least
1ux of 109 H+=(cm2 sr MeV) at 0:1 MeV) with Mercury.
Also, SEP events may constitute a regular source of

variability of Mercury’s exosphere, especially at solar
maximum. It would be interesting to examine archives of
observations of sodium brightenings to see if there is indica-
tion of a SEP event or solar cycle relationship. These results
are also pertinent to future measurements on the Messenger
and Bepi Colombo missions, which will be instrumented to
observe both the exosphere and the local particles and 0elds.
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